BREAKING    THE    ICE
sent to the hibernators a few hours in advance. And when
the Termak approaches their island or coastline they come
out in boats to meet her; they are treated to fresh fruit, given
flowers, and invited to attend a performance of the cinema
on board.
The ice-breakers, these Arctic flotilla leaders, are not
only technical but also cultural pioneers in the Far
North.
They have scientific staffs on board who use all journeys
for hydrological observations, making sea-water tests for
biological and chemical studies, etc. Navigation on the
Northern Sea Route is organized on the basis of posting
ice-breakers at those parts which are known to be difficult
for ordinary ships. At present the Russians have only three
powerful ice-breakers which they can use for this work:
the Lenin, the Termak and the famous Krassin. Besides these
they use the ice-cutter Lithe (a former luxury yacht), and
some smaller vessels of suitable shape and reinforced hulls:
the Malygin, Rusanov> Sibirakov, Sadko and Siedov.
In the summer of 1936 the Lenin was posted as hall
porter outside Novaya Zemlya to clear passages through
its straits. The Termak operated in the Kara Sea and had
to lead the caravans to the mouth of the Yenisei, but her
main task was to break through Vilkitski Straits, the central,
the northernmost and always the hardest stretch of the
Northern Sea Route. The Krassin looked after the tail-end
of the route, the Archipelago of the new Siberian islands
with their tricky channels, and the Bering Straits. The ice-
breakers can only leave their fuel bases for a maximum of
twenty-five days. They use up a tremendous amount of
coal because their engines have to serve not only to propel
the ship along but also to drive its weight against the ice.
They are old-fashioned—built originally for the clearance
of the Baltic ports. Therefore they will be supplemented
by four new ones which are at present under construction
in Nikolayev and Leningrad. Two will be ready in 1937
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